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What’s an award function without any chief guest and jury member? We say, nothing! Because they
are ones who spruce up the ceremony, they are the ones who shine bright and sprinkle the magical
dust on everyone around them. Recounting the presence of such jury members and chief guests over
the years in Youth Power, we bring you a flashback of their magical words that inspired us all.

“I did not let the
hardships of my up-

bringing in a fairly con-
servative family to deter my

ambition in any way. High time
the society changed its outlook towards girls!”
-Chief guest, Santosh Yadav, only woman

to conquer Mount Everest twice

“Technology in education
brings out the element of choice,
but teachers instill human inter-
actions and values, which no
technology can erase! Thus, it is

fair to say that everything creates its own
space and evolves with time.”

- Jury member, Poonam Jamwal, CMO 
Extramarks Education Pvt Ltd

“Our education system
must concentrate not on mak-

ing children just intelligent but
also wise and good human beings.
Youth empowerment must be imple-
mented. And just as today’s ‘Youth Power’ high-
lights, the process of realising that energy has
already begun.”
-Chief guest, Agatha Sangma, Ex. Minister of

Minister of State for Rural Development

“The Global Times has built the faith of
youth in the role of media as a vehicle
that shall bring change in society
through the platform of Youth Power.”
-Jury Member, Anupama Pandey

Director, Chintan-Environment
Action & Research Group

“I would like to pay my
salutations to the battery of

young leaders that I see here.
Some of the students who came up
and gave such a strong, mature, holis-
tic and integrated perspective of social develop-
ment, human development, social cause, and social
betterment that I was actually rendered speechless.”

-Chief guest, Rashmi Singh, Expert, Social 
Protection & State Project Co-ordinator, Social

Protection, Govt. of NCT of Delhi

“To be successful in life,
you’ve to overcome chal-

lenges and conquer new heights.
And the zeal that I saw in youngsters
today during YP, keeps me going.
-Jury Member, Meenu Vadera, Founder, Azad
Foundation & Sakha Consulting Wings

“It is really heartening to see the youth
of today so well connected with the
problems faced by the nation. I hope
the youth to work collectively and
take forward the causes discussed.”

-Jury Member, Ms Richa Anirudh, Anchor
Zindagi Live, IBN 7

“Most schools have lim-
ited themselves to finishing

the syllabus. This is one step
ahead, and what I call is true educa-
tion. With this programme, Amity is
ensuring that you become better human beings.
Kudos to Amity for this programme.”
- Chief guest, Shamina Shafiq, member, NCW

“There was a lot of thought behind
each presentation and I am glad that
Amity has given the students an op-
portunity to think and introspect on
issues that are so important. I can see

how you have strategised and devised a compre-
hensive plan of action that successfully touches
various sections of the society. Congratulations to
Amity for organising such a unique and beauti-
fully designed programme.” 

-Shovana Narayan, Kathak maestro & 
Padma Shree awardee

“It was great judg-
ing such a passionate

lot of students. There was
so much to learn from all the

young contestants in fray.”
- Jury Member, Rati Mishra, Fundraising

Advisor, 365X6

“I am bowled over by the zeal
and passion exhibited by each
contestant here. Youth Power is a
great platform that will help the
students in their future ahead.”

- Jury Member, Nikhil Naaz, Cricket Editor
& Sports Presenter, NDTV

2011-
2012

“Programmes like Youth Power not just
empower students but also help reach out to

those margins of the society that the government
cannot reach, facilitating an even growth, which in
turn, lays the foundation for ushering change.”
-Chief guest, Dr Sushma Dureja, Dy Commissioner in Charge,

Adolescent Health, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare

“YP is a platform for the youth to educate them-
selves on a social cause, stand for it and spread
awareness on the same. Other than inculcating a
spirit of social responsibility, it reinforces the im-
portance of teamwork while developing the art of

public speaking and social media engagement.”
-Jury Member, Smita Priyadarshini, Counsel Director 

Legal, Dell Services

“I can see the future leaders
of our country seated right here

in this auditorium. If this is the kind
of work you can do at this age, with so
much passion and creativity; I am sure
that the future will see you change the course of de-
velopment in our country and usher change.”

-Chief guest, Ravish Kumar, 
Senior Executive Editor, NDTV India

“The kind of creativity that children
possess, the grown-ups do not and in
that case platforms like YP further en-
hance their creativity.”
- Jury Member, Dr Aprajita Kashyap

Design For Change

“A lot of us in the mainstream media are
not doing our duties well, so it is incumbent

on you, the youth to take up social issues. And I
am so glad that you have taken up issues that need at-
tention. I am so impressed with how well thought out
these issues are in your head, how passionate you are about these
issues and how well prepared you are for the same.”

- Chief guest, Anubha Bhonsle, Executive Editor, 
CNN-News 18

“Youth has always been synonymous with power.
I have started believing in this statement like never
before after watching this show. Three cheers to
Amity for giving the students such a wonderful
platform and work for the society.”

- Jury Member, Neevita Narayan
Director, SpHear Speech & Hearing Clinic

“As a citizen of the
world, it is important
for us to look at the so-
ciety around us, dis-
cuss its issues and
engage constantly to
solve what stands in
way of peace. Youth
Power, as a platform,
does exactly that!”
-Chief guest, Maha

Siddiqui
Associate Editor-

Anchor, 
CNN-News18

2013-2014

2012-2013

2014-2015

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

Reminiscing the magic

“You are a well-informed
youth with power to write
your own destiny. You live
in a modern world where
only one man, one click and
one share is all that it takes to
shake up and wake up the
world and make it better. So,
always believe in yourself
and know that one is an im-
mensely powerful number.”
-Chief guest, Zakka Jacob
Deputy Executive Editor 

CNN News 18

Over the years, I have
seen Youth Power be-
come one of the biggest
platforms for change.
Each time, I see a child
take up a social cause, I
feel extremely proud. But
what makes this pro-
gramme so close to my

heart is its power of connectivity. I am yet
to witness any other programme that binds
people across various spectrums so cohe-
sively. 
While the students, of course, were the key
players, the programme saw participation of
different target groups. The mentor teachers,
with their whole hearted participation, be-
came another team member. Not just the
teachers, the contagious enthusiasm of YP
spread to the families of these teachers, with
many a spouses staying glued to their
phones, awaiting results, on the day of the
finale. The parents of these YP teams, as-
sisting and facilitating the children through
various activities, whether it was taking
them to an orphanage or conducting a sur-
vey, became equal stakeholders. When I saw
my young Amitians conduct activities that
were targeted at the didis and bhaiyas of
their school, I saw an all-new group get in-
volved in a school programme. The princi-
pals, who see their children work tirelessly
through the year become equal participants. 
The success of any programme lies not in the
awards it has received, but how many people
it has brought together. And thus, for me,
Youth Power has emerged victorious, in the
truest sense. More power to Youth Power! 

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson
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2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

2015-2016

“Over the time our
mechanistic and re-
ductionistic approach
has made us get far
away from nature, we
have forgotten that we are made of
‘Panchaboota’, we are made from
nature and if we continue to extract
and destroy the nature, we will
eventually hurt ourselves. It’s
heartening for me to see how the
YP teams picked up relevant social
causes as well as worked so pas-
sionately for the same.” 

-Jury Member, Richa
The Naturalist

“Responsibility
means ability to re-

spond, wherever you are
and in whatever situation
you should have that sensi-
tivity in you to respond to every situation
in best possible manner. I am very happy
to see that in present times these young
change makers from Amity Group of
Schools instead of complaining previous
generations for their present sufferings,
thought to transform the society for bet-
ter. I am impressed with every YP team
for their respective social causes.”

-Jury Member, Deeksha Mittra
Life Coach

2019-2020

Power to
you(th) 

YP Special



Brought to you by YP team of AIS MV:
Pooja Jha, Eeshani Singh,
Alina Ahmad & Rehmat Talwar, XI;
with mentor teacher, Sonali Jain
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“Just a couple of months ago, I met
a 4-year-old boy who was born
just before the COVID-19 pan-

demic,” reminisces Ambika Warrier, “and it
was only recently that he went to school for
the very first time. Just one week into school,
his teachers called up his parents to com-
plain about him. They told them that he was
hyperactive and would not listen to any-
one; he would roll on the floor and roam
around on a whim. So, the school as-
serted that unless the child was as-
sessed, they would not allow him in
school, and so the child was brought
to me when his parents feared expul-
sion. On enquiring, I came to know
that the child was confined to his
home due to lockdown and even
lost his grandmother during the
pandemic. This had impacted him
substantially. The child needed
time and a lot of care to deal with
it, and so did the people around
him. The grown-ups involved in
the situation assumed him to be
in the bad light without knowing
his struggles, and they all self-di-
agnosed him.”
This stands to be one of the case
studies that Ambika Warrier has
faced and solved, but this example,
along with many others, proved to
her what she already knew – mental
health in children will always be
overlooked until it gets too big to be
ignored. Being misinterpreted at its
best, mental health is a highly dis-
coursed topic in the present days, but
sadly, half of this discourse turns sour
when the answer comes back with ‘log kya
kahenge?’ ‘Arey, befaltu ke drame kar raha
hai yeh toh!’ ‘Abhi bachhe hi toh ho, tumhe
kya pata!’ and whatnot. The pandemic
further triggered a huge
SOS for our mental
health, especially for the
kids who were born and
brought up in this apoca-
lyptic world.
“These last two years have
been very crucial but also
very weird, because all of us
were used to living a very
fast-paced life where grown-ups were too
busy to pay full attention to their children’s
schoolwork and extracurricular activities.
And then suddenly came a day where we
were locked inside our homes. Children were
facing severe problems – from going out to
play, they were now asked to live their life on
laptops. This caused them to lose their con-
nection with people their age and they could
not make friends,” says Ambika.
But this experience of kids struggling to cope
with the lockdown should be seen as a learn-
ing experience of how they should be
brought back into the real offline world.
“The transition into the lockdown was not
smooth, which is why we need to be extra
careful of how we now ease them back into
the real world. Each child is different so
their pace of adjusting to normal life will be
different. I know the adults of the world are
eager to be back to the old ways, but children
must be given time to get used to coming
back or even coming to school. The parents
and teachers here need to be very patient.
This change might end up affecting their ac-
ademic performance, but it is also important
that the mental health of these children is
considered as a priority.”
Yet, the topic of mental health and seeking
professional help always comes with a long

list of staring eyes and
stereotypes, Ambika is
aware. “The taboo
around mental health

is there, so the simplest thing
we can do for the children who are strug-
gling with it is to build a sense of security for
them. Normalising their emotions by letting
them know that what they are experiencing
is normal and nothing to be ashamed of will
create a sort of protective shield around
them. We should create a comfortable zone
for them to believe in us by not labeling their
fears, but rather by lending them our ears.
Even if we don’t have the answers to their
queries, just listening to what they have to

say provides a huge sense of support to the
children.”
There is no doubt that dealing with mental
health issues, especially in young kids, is not
an easy path to cover, but it is its very own
difficulty that makes it just as important and
vital for their holistic growth and develop-
ment. The lack of awareness, accept-
ance, and even solutions can and have
led many to ignore it until the bub-
ble finally bursts and causes too
much irrevocable damage, which
is why, “timely intervention and
early identification is the key to
good mental health,” concludes
Warrier, signing off!

Mental matters 
Meet Ambika Warrier, a psychologist, psychotherapist, and a parenting 
expert, who wants to change the taboos surrounding mental health!

Minding the danger
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A 25% increase in anxiety and depression
cases was witnessed during the peak of
COVID-19 pandemic.
A worldwide average of just 2% of the
overall budget was spent on mental health in
the year 2020.
Mental and neurological disorders make up
around 10% of total recorded global diseases.
People with severe mental health disorders
die 10-20 years earlier than a healthy being.
The global economy loses about one
trillion USD per year in productivity to
depression and anxiety.

Sample size: 303
Survey tool: Questionnaire
Sample group: General public

Overall, how would you rate your 
mental health?

98
Excellent 

38
Poor

167
Average

Do you take active steps to take care of
your mental heath?

150
Yes 

59
Sometimes

94
No

Do you think COVID-19 has affected
your mental health?

142
No

100
Maybe

61
Yes

Ambika Warrier, psychologist



Brought to you by YP team of AIS Noida:
Ananya Pareek, Sara Maheshwari, 
Vasudha Sharma & Yashasvini Verma, XI;
with mentor teacher, Smita Bhardwaj
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Realisation, reflection, and resilience: these
three words aptly sum up Jason Wood’s
journey as a survivor of a lesser-known

eating disorder. Attributing the probable onset of
his struggle to his peers’ comments on his weight
from a very young age, he recalls, “The seeds were
planted when I was a child. I was picked on and
bullied a lot for being over-
weight. And when I lost weight
during my teenage years in high
school, the same people who al-
ways made fun of me started
praising me, and it seemed to be
my crowning achievement.”
His unhealthy relationship with
food turned into an eating dis-
order when he was 29. Jason’s orthorexia,
an eating disorder characterised by a harmful ob-
session with healthy eating, had roots in many other
hidden emotions. “It was an addiction. I had a close
call with colorectal cancer, the same disease my
dad died of at a young age. That scared me a lot.
So, I started looking for anything to prevent getting
sick. That’s really when it kicked in. Suddenly, I
had a lot of food rules to follow, and I couldn’t go
off my meal plan without feeling extreme anxiety
and remorse or guilt after it.”
The disorder took a severe physical, mental, and
emotional toll on Jason, and he provides a detailed
account of the same. “On one occasion, I was out
of town on vacation, and there, at a restaurant, I
wanted to substitute pita bread for fresh vegetables
because I was scared to eat bread. They couldn’t
do that, and I just went into a meltdown and started
crying. At that moment, my partner raised concerns
about my eating habits, and that’s when I realised
that I might be battling an eating disorder, that this
wasn’t some weird relationship with food— this
might be something much worse.”
Seeking professional help was then his first signif-
icant step towards recovery. “I made an appoint-
ment with my doctor. I discussed everything that
was going on - I told him about the strict food rules,
any anxiety that I had around food, and how it felt
like food was suddenly consuming me and not the
other way round. He diagnosed me with OCD, anx-
iety, and an unspecified eating disorder.”
Jason also highlights how the lack of awareness
surrounding orthorexia and the low visibility of

male ED survivors impacted his journey. “The un-
specified ED diagnosis made me question things.
It sounded vague, made up, and made me doubt
whether I was truly that sick. Plus, I used to be the
only male member at the organisation I was doing
the sessions with. Though they did add a men’s
group later on, but it only met once a month. The

predominantly female groups
would meet once a week. Even
when you go on websites, or
look for help, all the imagery, or
just the pictures alone are usu-
ally of females with anorexia or
bulimia. It makes you feel like
you don’t fit the criteria. I’ve
even had cases where I’ve

reached out to national organisations raising ED
awareness, only to be ignored. They said they were
not interested in sharing my story because I didn’t
meet the large demographic. But even if 90% of
people with EDs are female, the
remaining 10% of us still mat-
ter, right?”
Having said that, he elaborates
on how professional aid
helped him heal even before
his complete diagnosis. “In
my first days of treatment,
since many people didn’t know
what treatment I needed, I decided
to start working with a therapist
on my anxiety, OCD, and
the unresolved pain
from my adoles-
cence. Through
those conversa-
tions, I noticed
that my ED was
starting to get bet-
ter, and I was be-
ginning to recover
and heal. I met
with a nutritionist
next, and my re-
lationship with
food started to
mend as well, as
I realised that
what I ate and

when I ate really wasn’t defining who I was.”
From there, things got better. Jason worked towards
improving his lifestyle and researched further about
his condition. “A large part of my treatment was
things I did on my own, whether that was mindful-
ness techniques with journaling or just taking a
walk in the morning to clear my head. I did a lot of
work outside of my appointments too, and took a
very academic approach to my recovery. It was
through reading that I discovered the term or-
thorexia and realised that my ED had a name. That
was a big turning point in my recovery because
now I knew what I was up against and I felt better
prepared to fight. But things weren’t all hunky-
dory. I had to take it a minute at a time. I was get-
ting a lot of feedback from my professionals, and
it was hard to take in because it often conflicted
with what I was thinking. It was hard to shift my
mindset and recognise that they had my best inter-
ests at heart. So, I had to embrace discomfort,
whether it was eating a certain food, doing some-
thing, or sharing things, and acknowledge that it
wouldn’t be easy. The biggest thing is that I started
my recovery, learnt to practice self-love, self-
compassion, and understood that there would be
setbacks along the way. And that’s fine. I still
have that to this day, 18 months later, where I
have to remind myself that it’s okay, I’m not
going to get it right 100% of the time, but nobody

can take away that part of recovery that I
have already completed.”
He also spoke about the ur-
gency of creating change in
society to provide interven-
tions and accessible recov-
ery, listing three key
steps. “Firstly, we need
more people to speak up
about their lived experi-
ences with eating disor-
ders. That leads to the
second step: we need
diversity in the conver-
sation. We have so
many stereotypes
around EDs and think
these play out in one or
two certain ways, not
taking into account the

various other types of EDs that can exist. We also
have a predominantly feminine view of EDs. We
have to make it clear - it doesn’t matter your age,
your gender, anything - an ED can impact anybody.
Thirdly, we need to address our culture. We’ve got
toxic rhetoric when it comes to health and dieting,
where a lot of people might be combating an ED
without even realising it. We need to understand
that health is a personal matter, and a diet that
works for someone may not work for others.”
Jason also has a powerful message for young peo-
ple who might be in a similar position as he was.
“You are enough, and you’re doing the best you
can. For a very long time, I felt like I needed to
have control over every aspect of my life in order
to be enough. But we need to appreciate ourselves
for who we are. The same holds true for people in
recovery - you can undoubtedly carry through these
tough times. All the best!”

deaths each year
are the direct re-
sult of an eating

disorder - that roughly amounts to 1
death every 52 minutes.

of the total
population
worldwide is

impacted by eating disorders.

9%Realisation,
AIS Noida

Only 1 in 10 people suffering
from an eating disorder ever 
receive treatment.

YOUTH POWER

FINDINGS

Sample size: 200
Survey tool: Questionnaire
Sample group: General public

Do you think EDs are a matter of
concern in India?

Yes
83%

No
6%
Maybe

11%

Yes
84%

No
3%
Maybe

13%

Are you familiar with common EDs
like Pica, OSFED, and ARFID?

Yes
35%

No
48%
Maybe

17%

Do you think social media, body
image, and the current cultural
ideals contribute to EDs?

64.7 B

Reflection &
Resilience

Eating disorders

10,200

USD is the
annual economic
cost of eating
disorders in the
United States.

Meet Jason Wood, an events coordinator residing in Denver, USA. This is
the story of his struggle with orthorexia and how he set out to overcome it.

“I was getting a lot of
feedback from my pro-
fessionals, and it was

hard to take in because it
often conflicted with
what I was thinking.”

SOCIAL
IMPACT
STORY

Jason Wood, events coordinator



Brought to you by YP team of AIS PV:
Suhani Dewan, Gunika Madan,
Adya Gupta & Daksha Tuteja, XI;
with mentor teacher, Sonali Batra
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Insomnia brings many gifts — the noises of
the night, the twist of the narrative, and the
stolen march of time. Insomniacs rarely forget

when their sleeplessness first began. For some,
like the writer Margaret Drabble, it emerges with
the birth of a child; for others, it could be an
episode of illness or the loss of someone they
love. For Palak Ahuja, it started because of the
dark anxious thoughts that roamed
freely through her mind at night.
Her story begins as a teenager,
tired and worried about all the
things that can plague a growing
mind – school, life, homework,
marks, and whatnot. She would try
her hardest to doze off, but those in-
trusive thoughts kept moulding them-
selves into a giant monster, engulfing everything,
even the smallest of worry, and transforming it
into a giant anxiety that shooed away her sleep.

The result – sleepless nights of tossing and turn-
ing, and being thankful if 3-5 hours of sleep could
somehow be managed. “All night, I would lie in
my bed, tossing and turning, as the clock by my
bedside kept ticking, but sleep would show no
sign of turning up. Hours would pass in a blink of
an eye as I would suddenly find myself greeting

the known sight of sunrise,”
she recalls.
Her plight worsened as a
young adult. The tension of a
suitable job, the pressure of
getting married, the worry
of living up to her own ex-
pectations and so on,

everything kept piling up, caus-
ing her to lose control of what remained of her
broken sleep schedule. “This ended up taking a
huge toll on my body mentally and physically. I
would always feel tired, and I’d be yawning al-
most all the time. As if all that was not enough, I
had formed giant bags under my eyes. I would al-
ways appear irritated, and I was losing my ability
to concentrate on the tasks at hand. My peers now
began to worry about my well-being, and many
did not hesitate to share their concerns over my
‘weird’ behaviour. All of them kept trying to sug-
gest some home remedies which would work
sometimes, but none of them were as effective as
I hoped them to be. Even my parents weren’t very
understanding of the fact that I was facing serious
trouble sleeping, as they believed this was all just

a phase that would soon pass.”
Her friends grew alarmed, suggesting
ways to “help” her out and finally lead-
ing her to see a sleep specialist who
diagnosed her with insomnia. She
was recommended cognitive behav-
ioral therapy as the solution, but
due to personal inhibitions, Ahuja
was unable to follow it through.
Her doctor, determined to cure her
serious problem, now looked for
holistic treatments that could help
her without any side effects.
“Therapy was never something I
was fond of, and it was difficult
for me to adjust to it, which is why
when my doctor suggested pre-
scription medicines and yoga, I was

very much willing to try them out.”
However, the road bumps keeping her

awake were still not done. She was
given prescription sleeping pills to

sleep, but they ended up causing her a
lot of difficulty – drowsiness, dizziness,

headaches, and even mild skin rashes. The side
effects sometimes got too much, but making
peace with the fact that they eventually aided her
recovery, she maintained the outlook that they did
help her.
Yoga, another alternative prescribed to her, how-
beit, did not lead to the same beneficial results.
“I was never able to sit still and concentrate, so

instead of making me feel at peace, it would rather
cause me to be more jittery and anxious. I was in
a search of a better alternative that would work
for me, and that is how I discovered reiki, a type
of energy healing.”
Reiki, a way to heal the energy blocks in the body
that can cause illness, finally came out as a solu-
tion. “Reiki, along with my prescribed medica-
tion, helped me get centered and focused, and I,
slowly but surely, started to recover. My body
started showing positive signs as it got good six
hours of consistent sleep. The recovery process
was very hard; I would have days where I couldn’t
bring myself to do anything and it would take
every bit of my willpower just to get myself out
of bed. I really had to bring some permanent
changes in my lifestyle, which meant giving up
large late-night meals and a consistent exercise
schedule. Sometimes, I would feel like giving up.
It was a struggle to feel connected with society
and I lost many friends during that dark time.”
Yet despite all her problems, she persevered in her
recovery process, and today Palak Ahuja is a
happy 30-year-old married mother of two who
successfully runs her own business. “It took me a
total of six months to fully recover from all the
symptoms, and even post recovery, I had to main-
tain my routine of clean and organized bedroom,
and my strict schedule of exercise.” 
Recovery always seems like a tough road, which
is why the bravest walk on it. Palak Ahuja defi-
nitely is one of the toughest of them, and after a
long struggle, we can now finally wish her a very
good night, sleep tight!

YOUTH POWER

FINDINGS

Sample size: 300 Survey tool: Questionnaire Sample group: General public
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Good night?
Meet Palak Ahuja, an ex-insomniac who had to fight for
a luxury we tend to take for granted - sleep. 

Palak Ahuja

million people globally
suffer from insomnia.

of preteens show
symptoms of insomnia.

237 
20%

US adults say they
have lost sleep because
of binge-watching.

adults take prescription
sleep medications.

80%
4%

Barely sleeping 



Brought to you by YP team of AIS Saket:
Mannat Bahl, Hina Pradhan, Ananya
Satish & Twesha Chawla, XI; with men-
tor teacher, Garima Pandey Caring for elderly
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AIS Saket

YOUTH POWER

FINDINGS67% adults aged 65
and older have
reported that they
‘rarely’ or ‘never’
receive the social
and emotional
support they require.

Adults aged 85 and
older have the
highest suicide rate
of any age group.

At least 1/4th senior
citizens suffer from
mental illness such
as dementia, anxiety,
or depression.

Adults aged 60 and
above, who have
mental disorders
account for about
15% of the total
population worldwide. 

Depression affects
around 22% of men
and even 28% of
women aged 65
years and over.

Grey-haired truth

Silver inningsSilver innings
Meet Neena Bahl, a woman who defied the stereotypes that come
with old age to give a silver lining to her second innings.

“Have we finished completing the
sampling for that order?,” “Are
those pieces ready?” “Please check

and tell the tailor the exact measurement of the
cloth.” – She can be heard telling her employees
as she moves through the corridors. Visuals of a
young woman, briskly marching through the of-
fice premise quickly rummage through the mind. 
Sorry to burst your bubble. Meet Neena Bahl, 76,
entrepreneur! Her life’s philosophy – age is a
question of mind over matter. She didn’t mind and
so it didn’t matter. Born in Lahore, she spent most
of her childhood in Shimla and Ambala, and
moved to Delhi after her marriage. 
Her entrepreneurial sojourn started with a small
boutique business in her home garage. With a sin-
gle sewing machine and one tailor at hand, she
was determined to make it work, even at a not-so-
young age of 45. “There is no age bar for any kind
of work. I wasn’t young, but determined. Over 25
years, this small business turned into a full-
fledged production house,” she says. 

But age doesn’t always bring wisdom, sometimes
it comes alone. “All this while, I was supported
by my husband, who took voluntary retirement to
help me out with the work. But in 2016, he passed
away due to a cardiac arrest. I had two options –
to shut shop or keep going.” So, at the age of 71,
when most people are well into their retirement,
with great encouragement from her son, she con-
verted her production unit into an Export House
called Dresswel.
“I knew this decision would bring about its own
set of challenges. People of my age are techno-
logically challenged, to say the least. I did not
want to be dependent on anyone, so I had to learn
online communication skills. I had to
also get used to all the running
around, sometimes even travel-
ling for organising orders.”
But age wasn’t the only barrier
she had to cross; there was her
gender, too. “The workers took a
while to get used to taking orders
from a woman. But it was the gov-
ernment officials who were the most difficult to
handle. They would often tell me to call my hus-
band or any other male family member. They soon
realised that I was the one in charge of my busi-
ness!” But there was an upside too. “Being an eld-
erly also had its advantages! They would always
treat me respectfully.”
And then came the biggest setback, one that none
of us imagined – the pandemic. COVID 19 rolled
into our lives setting us back by years. As the
youngsters, those attuned to gadgets and gizmos
and the world of online communication, struggled

to retain normalcy, one can only imagine the ef-
fects it must have had on the elderly. 
“The pandemic brought along many difficulties.
Sitting at home was not easy at all. I was listless
and wanted my work to resume quickly. During
lockdown, I could not even see my grandchildren
very often,” she shares. 
The work suffered, but Neena was determined to
go on. “During the peak of the pandemic, I used to
sit down, do sampling, and sort orders with only a
few of my employees since we had very little help.” 
With her phone on her bedside table, she was al-
ways ready to take on any sort of challenge. “The

last two years have been ex-
tremely difficult, but we did it!
We got many orders and man-
aged to complete all the ship-
ments as well. We handled
some aspects virtually which
was something new and dif-
ferent,” she mentions.

Today, Neena has managed to
double her business turnover in a span of five
years. A great businesswoman, her employees
seek her advice and support, be it emotional, fi-
nancial, or relating to the business. But the suc-
cess story of her venture is just one chapter in the
grey tale. Besides being a hardworking business-
woman, Neena Bahl also makes time in her busy
routine to fulfil her social responsibilities. She
says, “It is very important for everyone to have a
hobby to keep themselves happy. I enjoy cooking
as my hobby. I try out new desserts every week-
end for my family!” 
She is also a regular donor to charitable organisa-

tions. Be it her birthday, an auspicious day, or any
special occasion, she never fails to volunteer and
serve food that she makes for underprivileged
children residing in NGOs or studying in local
government schools.
“I also practice Buddhism and have created a
great friend circle through it. Chanting everyday
keeps me at peace.” She even hosts weekly meet-
ings at her house, which have been unceasingly
held virtually lately. 
At a time, when an optimal work-life balance
seems to be a far fetched dream for many, Bahl en-
joys a full life at 76. One can’t help but wonder
how she overcomes the curveballs that come with
age. “See, there are some things that are not really
in your hands. Most problems faced by the elderly
are physical. I used to stand in my office all day
but now I need to sit down and work. People I
know often complain about having to climb stairs
that hurt their legs. Even in public places, there are
very few facilities to help the elderly. Also, people
my age tend to become forgetful. So, these are
things that come with age. But then, I am a strong
believer that one needs to be both physically and
mentally active. I go on a walk every morning at 
6 am. I am always busy with something or the
other and that helps me stay active.”
At 76, Neena Bahl has an unmatchable passion
and zest for life. In the last year alone, she has
bought a new house, a new car, and is discovering
the benefits of online banking. Old age may not
have the strength of the youth, but it is stronger
than one can imagine. Neena Bahl breaks the
stereotypical image of an elderly stooping over a
walking stick. About time we do the same!
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Neena Bahl, entrepreneur 

would move back in
with their parents if
needed, rather than
letting them live
alone. 

42% agreed that the
society views old age
as a very fearful and
worrisome period. 

41%
agreed that old age
is a chance to start a
new chapter of life. 

Sample size: 211
Survey tool: Questionnaire
Sample group: General public

43%
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“The right raw materials can double or
triple the protective power of the
immune system,” said American

celebrity doctor Joel Fuhrman once. Having seen
the world immunity shred to pieces due to
COVID-19, Dr Rajendra Prasad Agarwal, also
known as Doctor Kaku of Haidergarh, Barabanki,
couldn’t agree more. Having started his journey
in 1986, he indulged in numerous charity works,
proffering free treatments and organising free
health camps in several rural areas and outside.
Touching hundreds of lives as such, he became a
true example of humanity for many. In a similar
vein of community service and activism at a time
when the world, reeling under a pandemic, needs
it the most, he provides gratuitous information on
immunity. In his words, “Immunity is the ability
of the human body to protect itself against disease-
causing organisms, such as pathogens, bacteria,
viruses, etc. Our body provides us with two types
of immunity - one is active immunity and the sec-
ond one is passive immunity. For the unversed, ac-

tive immunity is when our
own immune system protects us from pathogens,
and passive immunity is when we are protected
from pathogens with the help of immunity gained
from someone else or from an outside source.”
Being well up on the connection between each and
every health problem we face today, be it common
cold or serious ailments like diabetes and cancer,
and our immune system thus, he advocates the
need for all to have a robust immune response
mechanism. Enlisting ways to achieve the same,
he elaborated, “Our immune system works hard
to keep us healthy. This gets attested by the fact
that it produces grams of antibodies every day. So,
why can’t we, the ones being safeguarded, do the
same? You will be amazed to know that, despite
our busy schedules, a person doesn’t really have
to do much to attain good immunity. You just have
to have a nutritious diet and somewhat restrict
your consumption of junk and other unhealthy
food items. Along with that, focus on improving
your sleep cycle, for even one night of less sleep
is known to affect over 30% of killer cells in our
body. Including some physical activity in your
daily routine is another such way, but just know
that when it comes to immunity, exercising less is
more. Since stress acts as a huge contributor to a
low immune system, working on minimising it,
through pranayam for instance, would be benefi-
cial, too. Also, give up on habits like drinking and
smoking as these deteriorate your health and un-
necessarily weaken your immune system. I don’t
know if you are already aware of this or not, but
vaccines of any sort, too, will only work when our
natural immunity is in right form.”
With the emphasis now placed on evaluating one’s
immunity status, understanding if there’s a way to
know whether or not you are satisfactorily im-
mune comes right into the picture. And that’s pre-
cisely what Dr Rajendra addresses next. As per
him, “In order for a person to diagnose his immu-
nity level, immunoglobulins blood test is recom-
mended. Measuring the amount of three specific
types of immunoglobulins, namely igG, igM, and
igA, in our blood sample, the test provides a com-

prehensive overview of our
immune system and also ascertains if we are at a
risk of a serious health problem. Apart from this,
frequent cold, delayed healing and growth, skin
infections, digestion issues, etc., are some of the
most common signs of a weak immune system.
Besides, a person with high immunity won’t even
be as susceptible to health ailments as one with
poor immunity; the amount of time they take to
recuperate would also be less. So, there you have
it, all the clues you need to know where your im-
mune system stands.”
On this account, COVID-19 proved to be a huge
test of our immune responses. Though the world
responded to it with massive vaccination drives
and extensive immunisation programmes, what a
large part of the populace remained obscure about
is how effective they are in attaining the desired
results. Shedding light on the same, Dr Agarwal
says, “In cooperation with natural immunity that
our body possesses, the vaccine-induced immu-
nity helps our immune system battle out the
pathogens in a much more effective manner. Vac-
cines introduce weakened antigens into our body,
helping it to identify them and fight off by pro-
ducing antibodies, so that later when our body
gets infected by these antigens for real, the im-
mune system gets to unleash an aggravated re-
sponse and shield us from the disease. But to base
it off of it and say that vaccine protection is
stronger than natural immunity would be wrong
too. Because a person can go for vaccine protec-
tion for a disease or two or even more, but not for
every disease that there is, so boosting our natural
immunity is imperative. This also gets evidenced
in how those belonging to the economically poor
sections of society, those who definitely weren’t
the first in line when it came to immunisation, sur-
vived the pandemic in a better way. With better
natural immunity, owing to a much more active
lifestyle and economically conscious dietary
habits, they were relatively better equipped to
weather the storm that COVID was.” 
Since a substantial part of his argument gave an
out-and-out edge to home-made, healthy food as

a booster of immunity, the conversation couldn’t
help but take mummy ke nuskhe, ‘Kadha’ for in-
stance, route. To settle the debate once and for all,
he surmises, “Though natural herbs have many
medicinal properties and health benefits, and do
help in boosting immunity to some extent, taking
these in excess can be harmful, too. And of course,
the ramifications are different for different people.
So be extra careful in your intake of them.”
Having thus thrown light on every possible issue
related to immunity and immunity building, Dr
Rajendra Prasad Agarwal requisitioned all to keep
‘immunity first’ to be healthy.

Immunity firstImmunity first
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Meet Dr Rajendra Prasad Agarwal, as he relays for all his views
on immunity and the ways in which one can boost it. Fighting germs

Around 

70%

4%

of the immune
system’s

operations are
regulated in our
gut, where tons of
bacteria live.

of the world’s total
population is

affected by one of
the many

autoimmune
diseases such as
multiple sclerosis,
scleroderma,
lupus, etc.

Dr Rajendra Agarwal, general physician

FINDINGS

Sample size: 260
Survey tool: Questionnaire
Sample group: General public

2 out of 10 people only sleep 4-6
hours every day. 

4 out of 10 people do not consume
anything to strengthen their im-
mune system.

6 out of 10 people do not exercise
on a daily basis.

YOUTH POWER
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It all started in the year 2009 when Ram NiwasSharma retired as director projects of a PSU
and shifted to his village, Manchi Makhnaha,

situated in Sitamarhi district, Bihar. Leaving city
life behind, he was intent on working for the wel-
fare of people of his village. “When I retired, I
vowed to stay in village like a villager. I prepared
a chart of activities to be done in the village such
as installation of solar lights, building and devel-
oping of schools, etc.,” said Mr Sharma.
The transition came with its own set of chal-
lenges, for winning the trust of villagers wasn’t
easy. “They watch your actions and analyse what
you have done for them and then only they de-
velop faith in you,” said Mr Sharma. Settling into
his new abode, Mr Sharma realised that he would
have to rehaul his agenda for the village, for the
villagers had challenges bigger than he had envi-
sioned – the inability to save anything for a rainy
day. “There is extreme poverty in the village, so I
can understand why they are unable to save. In
times of need, the villagers retort to loans at a rate
of interest as high as 2-5%, which further adds to
the vicious cycle of poverty,” he surmised. 
Saving money is a habit, one that needs to
be developed and nurtured over time, and
one that Mr Sharma was intent on instill-
ing in the villagers. With the same in
mind, he started looking for house helps
– women who could keep the house
clean. Along with his wife, he employed
women who had daughters to be married
off in the next three to five years. These
women were offered a salary of 500 INR,
but with a catch – only 250 would be given
to them and 250 would be saved for their
daughters’ marriage. To further encourage
them to save, Mr Sharma offered them
triple the amount they would have saved
by them, at the time of their daughter’s
marriage. So, for instance, if a house help
managed to save 5,000 INR, she would be
given 15,000 INR by Mr Sharma. 
“At first, these women were hesitant, which

is understandable, because it is not easy to trust
someone with your money. But when one of
them actually received the promised amount and
was able to marry off her daughter with relative
ease, people started believing in us, and the
power of saving,” he shares. In the past 13 years,
Mr Sharma has been able to help with the mar-
riage of four girls with this simple money saving
strategy. Elaborating further, he says, “In our vil-
lage, people don’t have money. Moreover, one
marriage requires an investment of around one
lakh rupees, which is a huge sum. So, with this
plan, the parents were able to save at least half
of the amount, something they were unable to
save over the years”.
After witnessing the benefits of the plan offered
by Mr Sharma, more women came forward, “In
fact, in the current scenario, as soon as the daugh-
ter of one of the worker women gets married, a
new woman approaches to join house cleaning
work because now they have faith that their

money is safe with me. And now, some of them
also wish to save their entire salary with me.”
Using this method of incentivisation, Mr Sharma
recounts another such instance where he was able
to drill in the importance of savings. “There is a
boy in our village, Vinod. Earlier, he worked as
my driver with a salary of 2000 INR per month. I
offered to give him 1000 INR in hand and keep
the remaining amount, i.e., 1000 INR, with me to
invest in Sahara scheme. Within two years, he
asked to discontinue the scheme and withdraw
money for some not so important purpose. I tried
to dissuade him, but he was adamant. And just
four months ago, Vinod’s son fell sick; he was di-
agnosed with Leukemia. Vinod did not have
money at all for the treatment; he took a loan from
me. Alas, his son passed away. My wife and I
were confused as to whether we should leave the
loan amount or ask him to repay. After much
thought, we asked him to repay the amount be-
cause we wanted him to save money for his
daughter’s future. I asked him to return the loan
amount every month in small installments, i.e.,
5000 INR. To motivate him to save money, I of-
fered him an add-on amount of 5000   INR from
my side on the installment amount, saving a sum
of 10,000 INR every month. This amount will be
invested in Kisan Vikas Yojna. Vinod agreed at
once because he had learnt a lesson earlier and
till date continues to save money with me.”
Such attempts may have been beneficial for
the people of the village, but didn’t it hurt Mr
Sharma’s pocket? “It is important to under-
stand here that for people like us it might not
be a big amount but for them, it is.” 
The road to financial literacy maybe long,
but Mr Sharma is hopeful. “I have observed
that the younger generation is more aware
and wants to save money in bank accounts
for better future. Therefore, the probability
of financial literacy in the village is increas-
ing. However, it may still take another 15-
20 years to witness a complete change,” he
says, signing off. 

AIS Vasundhara 6
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people face trouble
while managing
their finances.

people face
problem while
handling their
bank accounts.

Financial literacy

Bridging the gap
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Meet Ram Niwas Sharma, an ordinary man with unordinary ideas to inspire people to
save for a rainy day, thus taking the first step towards financial literacy. 

Ram Niwas Sharma, farmer and social activist

28% of adults in
the BRICS (Brazil, Rus-
sia, India, China, and
South Africa) are fi-
nancially literate.

1/3rd of adults
have complete
knowledge of basic
financial concepts.

60% of people
hold a bank account
and only 38% of ac-
count holders are fi-
nancially literate. 

38% of adults
have less than
1,000 USD saved
for financial
emergencies.

70.8%

51.7%

39.7%

62.2%

people are not
associated with
any money 
saving scheme.

people hold a bank
account, but they don’t
access it regularly.

people are unable
to make online
payments.

43.5%

Sample size: 200
Survey tool: Questionnaire
Sample group: General public

Ram Niwas Sharma and his wife along with the women folk of their village 
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Talk to hand

“My work involves a lot of field work
- visiting schools, interacting with
school children, etc. This one time

I was at a school waiting to interact with children,
when suddenly the bell rang. It was lunch time. I
could almost feel a wave of happiness rushing
through the precinct, the young faces beaming with
joy. I followed their every move, wanting to see the
joy unfold through the lunch hour. And then most
of them headed straight for their lunch boxes. And
my happiness faded away, making way for disap-
pointment, for most of them did not bother to wash
their hands before eating,” recalls Prasanna Vada-
yar, CEO, Sikshana Foundation. And that was just
one of the many instances that nudged Vadayar to
champion the cause of hand-washing. 
While hand-washing may be the most basic form
of hygiene, and yet overlooked quite often, it re-
mains as something he couldn’t shake off, even as
a child. “I remember being very particular about
hand-washing even as a child. Perhaps that is what
motivated me to work for this issue and draw at-
tention towards the importance of hand-washing,”
he says. “Not just hand-washing, I have always
been a socially and environmentally conscious per-
son; I was a part of an environment group as a

school student, and even when I was in USA, there
were student-based groups like Asha for Education
and Vibha that allowed me to make a difference.
Till now, I have spent 10 years running a com-
pany and then 15 years running Sikshana.”
Today Sikshana works towards propagating hy-
giene and inculcating hygienic habits at a young
age. Under the WASH (Water, Sanitation & Hy-
giene) initiative undertaken by the Sikshana Foun-
dation, he has managed to touch countless young
lives across 3000 schools in Karnataka, Maha-
rashtra, and Telangana. Sikshana has helped
nearly 48 lakh schools with over 2.7 million
children in six Indian states. While the
numbers inspire awe, the journey to
get here has not been smooth sail-
ing. The challenges were tough
and aplenty in between. 
Visiting far flung areas of the
country, Vadyaar realised that
hand washing was not a ritual for
the natives of these areas. “Yahan
pe aisa hi hai. Hum logon ka aadat nahi hai
…” is the response he would get often on quizzing
people about not washing their hands. “Since field
work is an important part of my job, I was witness
to such instances where hand washing was ignored
on a daily basis. This is what prompted me to take
up the cause on a larger scale. I realised that it is
not just the students, but the parents, too, who need
to be educated about the significance of hand wash-
ing, so that all the generations are aware of this
issue,” shares Vadayar.
And with an aim to spread the message across all
age groups, Sikshana collaborated with bigwigs
like NDTV and Sachin Tendulkar. Launched in
2017, the programme became an umbrella for sev-
eral initiatives. “We started project-based learning
for the students in schools where
they could pick any extracurric-
ular activity like dancing,
cricket, etc., but a mandatory
part of every activity was to start
and end with hand-washing. We
also worked towards providing
soaps and other necessary items for
hygiene. We included hand hygiene
in different chapters and subjects, and made the
WASH project mandatory for all. Skits highlighting
various methods and right techniques for hand
wash were also shown in schools,” he shares. 
Today, the WASH initiative is a comprehensive
programme entailing several initiatives as teaching
ways of rainwater harvesting and purifying water
using readily available resources like cotton and
coal to older students. Further on, the WASH
concept has been incorporated in academics
through designing projects under Sikshana’s
Project Based Learning Programme. Stu-
dents work on projects based on topics like
local agricultural needs, budget farming,
sanitation, water shortage et al under the ac-
ademic wing of WASH initiative. 

With a multi-
thronged approach the

objective of sensitisation was
achieved rather well. But accept-

ance for a cause isn’t the only roadblock, especially
against the backdrop of India’s poverty. “We re-
alised that even if people were willing to wash
hands, there weren’t adequate resources – soap and
water. So, next step was to work towards providing
the same in rural areas. We also worked towards
improving plumbing facilities in schools, so stu-
dents get used to hygienic toilets. Water purifiers
were also installed in certain schools,” he adds. 
The poor state of hand-washing in the country is
no bone of contention, but one would assume an
improvement in the situation in the post pandemic
times. Vadayar, however, is not ecstatic about the
amelioration. “Hygiene is such an integral part of
our life, yet it was widely ignored until the pan-

demic hit us, because humans
don’t act until there is a certain
cause to do something. When
this cause, i.e., the pandemic, is
gone, a lot of people will stop
this practice, which is why our
approach should not be to
highlight its importance just

in the pandemic but overall gener-
ally. Hand hygiene does not just save us from
COVID-19 but also from various diseases all year
around, which is why we should focus on its im-
portance. There needs to be wider movements on
the topic of hand hygiene.”
“We also want to expand to other states, especially
states like UP and Bihar that have low hygiene
stats. We want to expand through partners and
local volunteers because if it is localised, the pub-
lic will be able to relate more and we will be able
to understand their problems better. Change can-
not happen in a day, which is why we need to pace
ourselves and manage our energy to know the
long way. The journey will be one step at a time,
so we need to fix bigger targets, set time, and
complete everything with discipline,” he says,
signing off. 

Lending a hand
For the solution
U 70% of the population used basic hygiene
services in 2020 due to the fear of the COVID-
19 pandemic.
U Washing hands with soap and water can re-
duce diarrheal diseases by 50%.
U Routinely washing hands properly can pre-
vent around one million deaths every year.
U Handwashing can reduce the risk of respi-
ratory illnesses by 16-21%.
U Scrubbing the hands properly with soap for
at least 20 seconds can get rid of almost all
germs effectively. 

The problem is
Getting out of hand
As of 2020, 2.3 billion
people lacked access to
basic hygiene services of
water and soap.
Only around 19% of the people wash their
hands properly after using the toilet.
Germs can survive up to three hours on
hands and between 2-10 million bacteria live
on fingertips.
Wet hands spread 1000x more germs than
dry hands.
Nearly 80% of illness-causing germs are
spread by hands.

It’s all in  your hands

YOUTH POWER
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Sample size: 389
Survey tool: Questionnaire
Sample group: General public

Hand washing before the pandemic 

Hand washing during the pandemic 

Frequently 

Sometimes34%

Frequently 
87%

60%

Sometimes
12%

6%
Rarely

1 %
Rarely
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Meet Prasanna Vadayar, CEO, Sikshana Foundation. Working
for the cause of hand hygiene, he teaches us that our hands
indeed hold everything – both the germs and our future!

Prasanna Vadayar spreads hand hygiene

Team Hygienoabhyan in conversation with the changemaker 
Prasanna Vadayar, CEO, Sikshana
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“मे री पहचान मेरे नाम से नहीं, मेरे काम से है!”
is what Ramveer Tanwar says and
believes in. Perhaps that is why he is

known not so much by his name, but rather as the
‘pond man of India’. From breathing life back
into 15 dying ponds to planning to clean up 46
more, this pond man of the country is on a mis-
sion to flood these water bodies with fresh water
devoid of garbage and hyacinth. For his efforts,
he has also been appreciated by CM Yogi
Adityanath and PM Modi in his segment Mann
Ki Baat. Though all of this sounds like a journey
fully travelled and the happy ending reached, Tan-
war believes that we have a long way to go in
achieving the dream of a greener world.
Ponds, and nature in general, has always meant a
lot to him, having a personal attachment to their
well-being that stems from his very own child-
hood. When he was a student, he would sit by a
pond or lake in his village with his friends to fin-
ish his homework and to play. When most of the
people of the current generation learnt how to
swim in pools, he did so in the
same pond filled with fresh
water. But as time progressed
and Ramveer grew older, the
same clean and clear water of
the pond started turning brown,
littered with unwanted garbage
and even sewage waste. “The
same ponds that were an inte-
gral part of my childhood had become a dumping
yard and even the lakes had become a sewage
drain for human wastes. The fact that the next
generation would not be able to enjoy the beauty
of nature in its true form saddened me deeply, and
what scared me even more is that youngsters
might believe that ponds should be and always
have been a dumping yard.” Such an apocalyptic
situation – where the same pond he once used to
swim in was now capable of spreading a skin in-
fection with one touch – needed to be dealt with,
Tanwar was sure, and so he knew actions had to
be taken to restore the glory of the greener world.
This premise led to the birth of Jal Chaupal,

Ramveer’s campaign to spread
awareness regarding water con-
servation and other natural re-
sources. “Ponds are an important
part of the ecosystem and the
water cycle. They are the smallest
units of groundwater recharging,

and according to scientific research, pond water
can help increase the growth rate of a field. This
is because pond water carries a lot of minerals and
nutrients, and their rich nutrient profile can even
serve as an organic fertiliser for plants. They pro-
vide double benefit of necessary moisture
as well as essential nourishment,”
states Tanwar. 
While saving the ponds was cru-
cial, it was also challenging. And
thus, Ramveer devised a nine step
plan as the solution. Commencing
with identification of ponds that
require restoration to organising fi-

nancial aid, cleaning ponds, mobilisng local pop-
ulace, and finally linking the pond with aquacul-
ture to make it self-sustainable - these nine steps
served as the solution to tackle the problem. 
But having a plan is one thing, and implementing
the same is other, because the latter is always dot-
ted with numerous challenges. Things were no
different for Ramveer, as he shares, “We had to
face a lot of issues in the journey, like encroach-
ment where people used the pond for their per-
sonal needs, throwing garbage in it, and the lack
of skilled manpower to clean it properly and fi-
nancial support. When we were reviving a pond
in Ghaziabad, our team collected 35 tonnes
of garbage from it. Despite placing dustbin
nearby, people still dispose of the waste in
the pond. Even after receiving help from
municipal corporation, it took us one and a
half years to repair this one particular pond,
instead of the usual three-four months.” 
Though the nature around humans has al-

ways been a casualty of our evil actions, all hope
is not lost, at least that’s what Ramveer believes
in and preaches. “The young generation is the key
to making this world better. Youngsters, and even
everyone else, can start by taking small steps in
their own vicinity to help nature. Garbage segre-
gation, for example, is one of our biggest prob-
lems, so we can ensure that we stop throwing
garbage in the nature around us and start planting
trees. He who plants a tree, plants a hope.” 
Not just for water, but Ramveer has been working
on the Urban Forest Project for the last two years,
which is based off the Miyawaki Urban Forest,
and in the time span, more than 30,000-40,000
bamboo, vetiver, grass, neem, and banana trees
have been planted. Though he has made a lot of
efforts, he thinks that it is time that the govern-
ment starts putting in more efforts to protect the
environment, especially starting with a well-
trained team that implements good ideas. From
watching the smiling faces of kids when they see
the freshwater ponds and tall trees, to protecting
the birds and animal around, the ultimate goal for
Ramveer Tanwar has always been to provide nat-
ural resources for the next generation. “It is up to
the next generation to save and conserve our en-
vironment. We get only one planet, and as citi-
zens, it is our duty to protect it in whatever way
we can because बँूद बँूद से सागर भरता है!”.

AIS Gurugram 43
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36%

3%

Minimal difference 37%

27%

To what extent can technology and
AI escalate the future of planation?

Should environmental education be
inculcated in existing academic
curriculum?

How effective is social media in
driving up support towards con-
serving nature?

Extremely effectiveNo effect

No

Yes

Extremely effective

97%

Sample size: 545
Survey tool: Questionnaire
Sample group: General public

61%

34%

5%

Minimal difference

No effect

Meet Ramveer Tanwar, as he keeps moving forward on his journey to save the planet, one pond at a time!

n The world has
already lost 80% of
its forests.

n 5-10% of tropical forest
species will become extinct
every decade if the current
rate of deforestation continues.

nAround 46% of lakes in
America are extremely
polluted and not fit for
drinking, swimming, or
for aquatic life.

Make it make cent

nAlmost 80% of
the urban waste in
India is dumped in
river Ganga.

n 27% of the world’s coral
reefs have already been de-
stroyed, and the remaining is
also estimated to be destroyed
in the next 30 years.

n Humanity is using up
an excess 50% of natural
resources than the planet
can provide, meaning that
we need almost two
Earths to fulfill our needs.
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YP team of AIS Gurugram 43 in conversation with Ramveer Tanwar

Ramveer Tanwar, pond man of India
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Against colourism

Meet Shweta Aggarwal, a computer science engineer turned
writer and speaker, as she recounts for the world her long
battle with colourism and her subsequent triumph over it. 

Asia Pacific region accounted
for the maximum share of
54.8% in the global skin-
lightening market in 2021.

The dark truth

79

32.7
26.1

46.2
61.3

93.5
n 79% of respondents have experienced discrimination
because of their skin tone.
n32.7% of respondents wish to lighten their skin tone.
n93.5% of respondents blame fake advertisements and
other forms of media for perpetuating colourism.
n 26.1% of respondents think that racism and colourism
are the same thing.
n46.2% of respondents blame the West for setting fair
skin, blue eyes, and blonde hair as the standard for ideal
beauty.
n61.3% of respondents have witnessed a huge change in
the representation of people of colour in popular media in
the recent years.

A WHO report found that over
40% women in countries like
China, Malaysia, the
Philippines, and South Korea
use skin lightening products frequently.

As per Snapchat, over
200 million people
use its filters every
day to lighten their
skin tone. 

The global market for
skin-whitening products
was estimated at 8
billion USD in 2020 and
if projections are to be

trusted, by 2026, it would amount to a
total of 11.8 billion USD.

Research says that mercury, a common
ingredient found in skin whitening products,
can cause rashes, kidney damage, and
even cancer. But despite that, the beauty
industry helps the mercury market make a
whopping 20 billion USD a year.

Colourism is this omnipresent issue in
India, rarely talked about but ever-so-
ubiquitous. Hidden in taunts from siblings

and so-called ‘jokes’ from aunties, it is every-
where. In the rare case that you might not find it
at home, the minute you step out, it’ll manifest in
billboards and magazines or in fairness cream
commercials that not only advertise fair as beau-
tiful, but also fair as successful, enforcing the no-
tion that you will only get attention if you use
certain ‘fairness’ creams.
For me, like most others, the damage from
colourism started at a very young age, at the age
when you begin to understand things and gain
cognizance of people’s actions and their implica-
tions. There are many small instances that built up
to me being ashamed of my skin colour, but there
was one that broke both the metaphorical camel’s
back and my literal confidence. It was when, at
the age of six, my parents moved to Japan without
me. I was sent off to a boarding school as they
couldn’t afford to enrol me in the only two inter-
national schools in Japan. My brother, at the time
was too young to attend school, hence he got to
go with them. Already feeling this crippling sense
of abandonment, I felt more and more alienated
when my relatives ‘jokingly’ pinned the entire
blame on my skin colour. Since my parents and
brother are all very fair, they said I was sent off
because I was too dark and didn’t belong with
them. These digs did immense harm to my self-
esteem and have stayed with me my whole life.
Things only worsened when we reconciled a few
years later, as people would constantly say things
like, “Oh! She doesn’t look like she’s your daugh-
ter” or “Aapke upar toh nahi gayi hai” to my
mom. All this and more made me feel ugly and
that I could never be beautiful or worthy of love.
Conversely, and quite shockingly, the very first
time I ever got complimented for my skin tone
was when I moved to the UK in the year 2000. It
was a strange experience for me because all of a
sudden, I was being appreciated for my skin when
all I had heard growing up were taunts and unso-
licited bleaching recommendations. “Oh, what a
lovely colour you have!” “You know you’ve got
this great bronze colour.’’ – I was showered with
praise on the daily. All of this, however, was not
from South Asians but the English. This is what I
found very ironic, since colonisation had a huge
role to play in positioning darker skin as inferior.
The place where this mindset was originated as
such had done a complete 180, and, compara-
tively in my experience, became very inclusive. 
At the same time, the steady stream of compli-
ments was also a testament to the ever-changing
‘beauty standards’. From avoiding the sun like a
plague for ‘fear of looking like a pauper’ to tan-

ning salons springing up in every market, the UK
has come a long way. Note that I understand these
compliments are not necessarily compliments, but
this young and underconfident Shweta wanted all
the validation she could get.
My journey from feeling ashamed of my skin to
then accepting it, and finally celebrating it was as
such, not linear. Rather, like all healing processes,
it had its up and downs. The difference in the
treatment I received in the UK was refreshing but
also confusing. Imagine returning from a beach
holiday and being complimented on your new,
fresh tan, “Kitni kali hogayi ho tum.” This para-
dox made it all very difficult, but I, slowly and
gradually, worked my way up from self-pity to
self-acceptance. If I must put a time stamp to it, it
was during the BLM movement that I had, as I
like to call it, ‘my awakening’. At that point, I was
absolutely enraged and repulsed by the racism

prevalent everywhere and was partaking in a
protest to show my support to the community. As
I heard black people talking about the difficulties
and the discrimination they face every day, it sud-
denly occurred to me that I was wearing a cap, not
for shade, not as a precaution against sun damage,
but because I was so afraid of turning dark. De-
spite having accepted my melanin to a large ex-
tent, I was still hiding from the sun, still
negotiating with myself as to whether or not I
should buy fairness creams. I still caught myself
looking in the mirror and feeling the urge to make
my skin ‘clean’ on several occasions. That is when
I thought to myself that I couldn’t just stand there
listening to people talk about racism when I was
still perpetuating colourism in my mind. I felt like
a true hypocrite. The guilt, however, gave me just
enough courage to say enough is enough, and to
this day, it is the best thing I have ever done. It is
an ineffable feeling of liberation to be able to say
with conviction that “I am done with this. I am
going to embrace my skin colour and finally love
myself”, and to finally be able to reach a point of
“I love everything about my skin and the creams
are now in the dustbin.”
Today, at the age of 44, having unlearned 38 years
of colourism and conditioning that made me be-
lieve I could never be dark and beautiful, I am
proud to say that I have fully embraced my skin
tone and am helping others do the same with my
Instagram account @theblackroseway. For the
same, therapy, getting a chance to confess my
wrongdoings in regard to colourism, and being
able to say “I am not alone in this” by instigating
conversations on this pseudo-taboo topic has def-
initely helped me and so many other people in
healing from colourism. 
I receive messages every day from people telling
me how my story has resonated with them and
how they cry after watching my videos because
they have had equally horrible experiences. Even
fair-skinned people have said things like, “Oh, I
had never thought about it this way; thank you for
bringing it to my attention.” And now, I am  look-
ing forward to the upcoming release of my mem-
oir, The Black Rose, and the conversations it
would strike amongst people, especially in the
South Asian community. Recently, one of my
videos on how Bollywood mostly only has fair A-
listed actresses and how Hollywood, on the other
hand, is celebrating melanated beauties, including
the likes of Charithra Chandran, Simone Ashley,
and Maitreya Ramakrishnan, got over seven mil-
lion views. So, though I may not be able to help
every six-year-old feeling alienated from their
family because of the way they look, I still hope
my story can help some of them, and that makes
all the difference to me!

Shweta Aggarwal, writer & speaker
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Jal – the lifeline, necessity, and jeevan of life,
is something we cannot live without. Thus,
one would assume that water would be appre-

ciated to no end, at least that’s what Rajendra Singh
did. But the sad state of today’s affairs proved him
wrong! Perhaps that is what started his journey,
which eventually led him to fight for every boond
earning him the title of waterman of India.
Eldest of seven siblings, Rajendra was born in the
small village of Duala in Uttar Pradesh near
Meerut. Life was going on fine until one fine day,
he was visited by Ramesh Sharma, a member of
Gandhi Peace Foundation. As the latter discussed
the pressing issues of environment degradation and
the several issues that plagued the village, Rajendra
experienced what can be called an epiphany. The
spark to work for the society was ignited. And so it
was barely a surprise when he quit his secure gov-
ernment job to work for the welfare of the under-
privileged section. 
Moving to the city of Jaipur, he started prac-
ticing medicine, treating and healing those in
need. It was a normal workday for Singh,
when he was encountered by a life altering
question. A man who had come to his
clinic quizzed him on “Why he wanted to
help people?” “Why not?” he said. The
man countered by saying that if he wanted
to help someone sick, his first patient
should be mother earth. “It is she who
gives away everything selflessly, who has
been bearing the burden and the sins of
the mankind for decades, and it is she
who requires the most healing,” he

said. The words inspired Rajendra Singh, motivat-
ing him to pick up the cudgels for water conserva-
tion. And so, since 1985, he has been working on
restoring life, hope, and happiness to the barren
land of Rajasthan.
Travelling from village to village, Dr Rajendra
Singh arrived in the dead of the night in the village
of Alwar to solve the age-old water scarcity prob-
lems in the deserted regions of Rajasthan. He,
along with the natives of Rajasthan, worked to-
wards some major problems like discharging of the
underground aquifers. “There must be some way
to bring water back to this withered land of the
country!” he wondered. So as a part of their initia-
tive, they adopted various innovative steps like re-
source mapping to conserve rainwater. For this,

they adopted natural methods of constructing con-
vex designs of land for steep slopes, and concave
designs of land for places with natural depression.
“We built nearly 9,000 johads and other conser-
vation structures for collecting rainwater to use in
the dry season,” shares Dr Rajendra Singh. 
To take his initiative to a next level, he became a
part of the Tarun Bharat Singh, an NGO founded
in 1975, and today is an active part of it as the in-
cumbent chairman. Today, TBS works towards
mobilising the communities around the issue of
water, and provides them with support in reviving
their traditional systems of water management
through the construction of structures like johads,
anicut dam etc. “There is a need for us to find
some grassroot level solutions to tackle this global
issue of water conservation. And the most effec-
tive solution to it is conservation for the rejuvena-
tion of nature. Now, 4,500 working johads dot
Alwar and ten adjacent districts. Fed by a pro-
tected watershed and the revitalising impact of the
village reservoirs, five once-dormant rivers now
flow year-round. Land under cultivation has
grown by five times and farm incomes are rising.
For work, men no longer need to leave home. And
for water, these days women need to walk no far-
ther than the village well,” he propounds.
He has done a lot to save the water that flows in
the land of India, like the Ganga Panchayats plan
in September 2010 as well as his plan to protect
Arvari. His panchayats, created to keep a close
watch on all governmental activities, will help
protect the rivers from all that stands as a threat
against them. But he knows that making plans to
save every dying river is not the answer, because
the answer is – water literacy. “Water literacy
comprises three major steps. The first step is un-
derstanding water which means that learning
about all water sources from glaciers to ground-
water and water cycle, the flora-fauna, and the
socio-economic landscape dependent on these
water sources. Second is practicing conservation of
water through various measures including rainwa-
ter harvesting and wastewater management. The
last step is making other people understand and
save water.”

For all that he has done, Rajendra Singh has won
the Stockholm Water Prize 2015, Jamnalal Bajaj
Award 2005, and was even honoured with Ramon
Magsaysay Award 2001. The true waterman of
India, Dr Rajendra Singh Rana is doing every bit
to make every drop count. Are you? 
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How many plants can you water
with one bucket of water? 

Do you reuse wasted RO water
every day? 

Which of the following contributes
the most towards water wastage in
your household? 

39%
36% of people use 1

bucket of water
per 7 plantsof people

use 1
bucket of
water per 5
plants of people use 1

bucket of water
per 10 plants 

25%

Water conservation

Every 
drop
counts!

Meet Dr Rajendra Singh Rana, the waterman of India who knows the vital importance of
every drop wasted and has done so much to save every last drip!
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38%
of people reuse
wasted RO
water

of people
do not
reuse
wasted RO
water

62%

29%Gardening/
watering the
plants 

Cleaning,
mopping etc.

53%
Bathing

18%

Counting every drop

nAround 1.8 billion people will be facing
absolute water scarcity by 2025. 

nOut of 37 world’s largest aquifers, 21 are
depleting fast and causing a long-term
threat to the world’s freshwater supply.

nBetween 2000 and 2025, the total global
water demand has approximately risen by
35 - 60%.

nCanada tops the list of most water
consumption as the domestic water
consumption stands at 7,687 gallons per
person annually.

nFlushing toilets contributes the most
towards water consumption where
conventional toilet use five to seven gallons
per flush.

Dr Rajendra Singh Rana, waterman of India
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Known to devise several innovative and
high-end decors that give prominence to
both space and style, Garima Agarwal

was listed amongst 100 successful Women Entre-
preneurs in MSME. She has numerous accolades
to her credit, including the ELITE 40 under 40 -
Best Interior Designer of India 2021 award. Here,
she takes you through the journey of decluttering
for a rather peaceful living. 
“Imagine coming back to a house that’s more of
a storage space than a living space? Oh, what an
absolute nightmare would that be! For when you
come back home, you need a space that’s relaxing
and not suffocating. The first thing you see when
you open the door, thus, should not be piled up
stuff, be it clothes, toys, or other decorative
pieces, but the happy, smiling faces of the people
you so love and adore. But, to our utter dismay,
there’s no dearth of people who love to hoard
things. And if that’s not enough, we have people

who voluntarily lead a disorderly life and love
throwing and forgetting stuff here and there and
everywhere. If you ask them about their rationale
behind doing the same, they often retort by say-
ing, “there’s no space to keep them”. If at all true,
this brings the need to declutter and create space
into the picture.” She surmised, stressing on the
importance of living a decluttered existence. For
one thing’s for sure – a life that’s pared down to
its simplest, most basic parts is sure to give you
enough room to experience, to enjoy, to relax, and
most importantly, to savour whatever comes your
way with every fibre of your being. 
“But we don’t have this concept
in India. People here just keep
buying stuff and never discard
that which lies dormant gathering
dust. So, rule number one to lead-
ing a functional life is to follow the
mantra of ‘one in and one out’. You
bring one thing in and take one
thing out. If you are buying some-
thing, make sure you go back home and discard
something to make space for the new one. Sec-
ondly, build and religiously follow a certain de-
cluttering regime every month. You don’t
necessarily have to clean the entire house, but a
space or two a day would do. And don’t forget
to click before and after pictures, as these would
inspire you to do more. In fact, people living
abroad already have this habit of sorting every-
day items by placing 3-4 baskets, one for
trash, one for all the stuff that can be donated,
one for things that need repair, and another
one for recycling, in the center of their
homes. This habit not only help them keep
everything organised, but also help them

discipline their kids to live a more reg-
imented life from an early age. With
that being said, we move on to the
third and final method, i.e., to re-
strict yourself from shopping
for at least two months in a
year. We call them the ‘no
shopping months’. And trust
me when I say this, nothing
can beat the guilt-free ex-
citement that you would
feel once you get to shop
after this restraint pe-
riod,” said Garima
Agarwal, enlisting
the holy trinity of
decluttering. For
one thing’s for
sure - when
you declutter
your sur-
r o u n d -

ings, whatever flows into that space is sure to en-
rich your life and that of your family.
“But this does not in any way mean that declut-
tering is an easy job. For we all have stuff we are
emotionally attached to and prefer to not discard.
In this case, as an interior designer, I suggest re-
furnishing or renovation as the ultimate solution.
By revamping stuff, we create something new out
of the old, all while keeping its emotional value
intact. Another possible solution can be storing
them in places that aren’t easily accessible, for in-

stance lofts, wall cabinets or
even storerooms. These are
places you rarely visit and as
such, places that can act as stor-
age spaces for things you hold
close to your heart but never
use,” she advised, validating
and expressing acceptance of
human emotions and the

connections we form with others, be it any
sentient being or inanimate object. For one thing’s
for sure – the battle between hanging on to things
and letting them go is the toughest and surely not
one that can be weathered without hardships.
“Keeping this in mind, we, at MN Design Co., be-
lieve in creating spacious and more streamlined liv-
ing spaces for our clients in Lucknow and outside.
We aim at providing a designated space for any-
thing and everything. For instance, when we work
on kitchens, we make sure there are a lot of ogan-
isers in every drawer that there is – this to ensure
that you don’t leave anything on the countertop.
Since we deal with three generations of an Indian
household at a time, we make certain that we don’t
neglect their individual preferences and style. The
grandparents usually require space to store their
memories, so we build separate secluded store-
rooms for them; parents and those belonging to the
younger generation, conversely, go for everything
trendy, so we create huge wardrobes for them, with
plenty of shelves and drawers of various sizes. The
idea is to ensure that even a nail polish has a space
of its own,” elaborated Garima, giving us a blue-
print of how her firm works to design Indian multi-
generational homes and while doing so, adheres to
the principles of decluttering. For one thing’s for
sure – it could be more the merrier when we talk
about generations living under one roof, but defi-
nitely fewer the better when it’s the inanimate stuff
we are referring to and trying to store. 
“And you can always donate the extras. For some-
thing that isn’t valuable to you might mean the
world to someone else. So, see decluttering as an
act of welfare, of kindness both on yourself and
others in need,” she tacked on and signed off. For
one thing’s for sure – charity begins at home and
so does your journey towards a better, much more
decluttered tomorrow! 
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Sample size: 100
Survey tool: Questionnaire
Sample group: General public

Do you ever make conscious efforts
to declutter your life?

Do you think COVID-19 pandemic
in a way helped resolve the issue of
cluttering by making social hy-
giene a priority?

Not sure 

No

24%

Frequently 

58%

18%
Yes

D
on

’t
th
in
k 

so

Definit
ely

18%

73%

9% Can’t say

Always

Often

35%
55%

10% Rarely

Are you a compulsive hoarder?

It’s all cluttered
The average US
household has about
300,000 things as
reported by Los
Angeles Times.

As per a 2009 study by
Centre on the Everyday
Lives of Families, UCLA,
women who live in
cluttered homes have
unhealthy patterns of
cortisol levels.

A report by British
Heart Foundation
suggests that an
average Briton hoards
514 euros worth of
unused goods annually.

Around 40% of
housework in the
average home would
get eliminated if people
started practicing
conscious decluttering.

In a study conducted by
National Association of
Professional Organisers, USA,
on average, humans spend one
year of their lives looking for
the lost items.

Less is moreLess is more
Meet Garima Agarwal, founder of MN Design Co., as she acts as a guidebook
to creating living spaces that are less cluttered and more functional. 

Garima Agarwal, interior designer, MN Design Co.
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